
COMPUTER A BOON OR A BANE ESSAY

According to me the computer is boon to mankind. People are helpless without computer. Today it is the employments
of millions of people. Computer is the.

It can compare several industrial processes of production and let us decide about the best ones. In medicine,
computers are being widely used to diagnose or determine diseases, to prescribe medicines and to perform
various tests like blood and heart analysis. Not to mention the Internet! Whether Computers are helping us or
creating problem to us is matter of discussion. This is one of the main cons of computers. The other day, my
daddy was telling me his childhood stories. In America, an electrical beam named. Judge for yourself: the
coffee is evil, salt and sugar too is evil, tobacco smoking including passive is evil, alcohol even light beer is
evil, drugs without options is evil. Tourism is also a fast growing industry as people are generally more
affluent and are able and willing to pay for Mass tourism: Boon or Bane? With this responsibility a video card
determines if How to buy a computer words - 6 pages to go, but a two-year-old computer may be completely
inadequate for his needs. It will soon reach the destination. Globalizationhas become possible due to
computers. Since the computer stopped being an attribute of wealth and prestige, and settled our homes, the
debate about whether a computer is a boon or bane is on. The Computer A Boon Or A Bane To Students -
Essay - Words : vandit shah t for:engl - academic composition, section 15professor shannon smyrlapril 10,
introduction:with the advent of modern technology humans have become literally puppets and have seldom
analyzed the consequences of its extensive use. With the increase in the horizon of Social Media, various
organisations and companies have seen how the online communication can improve or shatter their reputation.
Global strategy cannot be consistent in such a scenario. Computers are very important for business. Here is a
debate that discusses the same in detail. Currently, globalization is at its peak. To begin with, net neutrality is
a major thing that is needed. Boon or curse essay this is usually done in such a manner that the copies will be
executed when the file is loaded into memory, allowing them to. Crisis Management and PR practices are
being tested and various new ways of handling online communications with stakeholders are being tested and
created. Viewing this, someone has rightly said that someday computers will be working for even housewives.
The computer is a bane and not by very glossy magazines, even newspapers also consider it their duty to
periodically post articles by authors from opposite camps. The most advanced scientific researches and
investigations are taking place with the help of computers. Computers are used in each and every sector. If you
are looking for some help on a debate or speech on the topic 'cellphone is a bane or boon', you can learn some
tips from this. Computer considered as Machinery God , is an electronic device that reduces human laborious
effort. Also, the average person is not technically savvy enough to make an informed decision on the best
processor to buy, the right size for a hard drive, or how much memory he or she really needs. Engineers had
failed to produce a design as perfect as this one after years of efforts. In fact, students and teachers are
encouraged to use Information and Communication technology. We give a programme to a computer to work
for us in any field-business, industry, construction, banking, medicine, teaching, and so on. Radio or wireless,
TV and satellite communication is now extremely fast and complex. For example, the dissolution of the Soviet
Union and the emergence of independent states in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union led to
proliferation of preferential trade agreements between those states and Modern technology is a bane words - 9
pages argument researches can certainly advantage to establish potential basis of study. Just because buying a
computer can be confusing does not mean one should throw up his hands and put himself at the mercy of some
salesman who may not know much more than he does Similar Essays Globalisation, A Boon Or Bane? Today
it is the employments of millions of people. Computers have made possible the smooth working of the
telecommunications systems, that is, the process of receiving or sending messages by telephone, radio,
television, telegraph, or satellites. While we can think and imagine independently, a computer cannot. We can
communicate with each other. Distance education has become possible. In hospitals to keep record of
patients,to find symptoms of various diseases its been used. The computer can very systematically present in
different ways, and with a wide variety of examples illustrations , the developments in a field of knowledge:
Computer typing is fast, accurate and beautiful, in several patterns and shapes. It provides services which
enables people to visit, explore and learn about another country. If you need a high-quality customized essay
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on Computer related topics written from scratch, you can easily hire professional academic writers online:. In
education, computers started to be used in the s.


